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Bakry and Emery have given [I] a sufficient condition for a diffusion 
semigroup to satisfy Nelson’s hypercontractivity condition. In this article 
we will show just what is the essential ingredient in their condition, and use 
it to obtain improved estimates of the hypercontractive “constant.” 
We will confine our attention initially to compact Riemannian manifolds 
JZ of total volume one, and the semigroup generated by the Laplacian A. V 
is the gradient. Our arguments will use log&Sobolev inequalities, drawing 
on the results of [4, 51, and the well known connection, established by 
Gross [3], between such inequalities and hypercontractive stimates. 
Let p0 be the infimum of numbers p > 0 for which we have an inequality: 
P j,, IV ’ 3 j N.f2 1n.f’ - j ,,.f” ln j,,P 
for all f~ C(./Z). It is known that p0 3 2/j,, where i. is the first positive 
eigenvalue of -A. Moreover, if p < pO, the differential equation 
pAf+flnJ“ = 0 has a noncontant, strictly positive solution. (This is even 
true for p = p0 if p0 > 2/j., but we will not make critical use of this fact.) 
Let p be positive, and consider the differential equation pAf+fInf’ = 0. 
We will suppose it has a nonconstant strictly positive solution. It is con- 
venient to put z = 2/p and write the equation as Af’+ zf’lnf‘= 0. Put ,f= up, 
p # 0, to obtain 
AU IW2 
y+ (P- 1)-7- + T In u = 0. u 
Now multiply through by IVul’ and integrate over all of A. We will pick 
up, in part, a term ~SlVul” In u which we handle as follows: 
s 
IVul’lnu- V(ulnu-u)oVu= - uA(ulnu--u) j s 
= - u 
j i 
(lnu)du+~\Vu12 , 
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and in the last expression replace In u by using the differential equation 
above satisfied by U. After assembling, we have 
LEMMA 1. If f = up, p # 0, then 
T[ IVu12=j Idul’+pj (yw2+(p-l)jlw‘~ 
The Bakry-Emery condition may be written 
holding for gsC”(,I). If this inequality is integrated over J?‘, it gives 
(1 - 6) J kw2 2 a 1 (vs)2> so we must have h61, and (1-h)i.>a. 
Bakry-Emery suppose, in fact, that 0 6 b < 1, a > 0, and obtain, in our 
notation, 2/p, > a/( 1 -b). (The disparity here between this and their result 
is due solely to differing normalizations in the log-Sobolev inequality.) 
We will insist that b satisfy 0 <b 6 1, but “a” is unrestricted, and obtain 
our main result 
THEOREM 1. 
2 l-b 4b 
p,‘(l +b)‘“+(I+h)‘“’ 
Since (1 -b) jV 3 a, this result is stronger than theirs, and gives useful 
information even when b is small, since 1, may be large. To prove it, we 
have to manipulate the Bakry-Emery condition, to an integral inequality, 
rather than a point inequality. 
So we postulate a BakryyEmery condition as above. Let u be a smooth 
positive function on J&‘. Put g = uy, and multiply the inequality through by 
v’-~“. After some integrations by parts and a little algebra, we obtain 
LEMMA 2. If v is a smooth positive function on A, then for any real num- 
ber c we have: 
(2b+ l)cj(du)r’2 
>,2u j lVv12+2(b- 1) j(dv)zi ,:(l+!+) jq-. 
We now combine Lemmas 1 and 2 as follows to get our main result. Put 
p=(2b+l)cd, d>O, c#O, and u=u to get 
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We will select c and d so that the coefficient of j lVu14/u2 = 0, and so that 
the coefficient of 1 (AU)* is nonnegative. We have, of course, 
J (Au)* 2 2 jIVu12 and j IVul’> 0. A simple calculation shows that 
c = 4( 1 + b)/( 1 -!I) and d = ( 1 - b)/2( 1 + h)* are optimal for our purposes, 
yielding 
l-b 4b 
“(1 +b)2a+(1+“E.; 
and so, of course, 2/p, is 3 the same expression on the right. (The case 
b = 1 is handled by letting b approach 1 from below.) 
In a recent preprint [2], Bakry and Emery have shown how to get a 
hypercontractive constant given a reverse Bakry-Emery inequality 
A lvgl’ - 2Vg 0 VAg 6 2A /Vgl 2 + 2B( Ag)*. 
Integrating the reverse inequality over &Y yields (1 - B) l (Ag)* d A j IVgl 2, 
so we must have B> 1. We need not put any further restriction on B, and 
none whatsoever on A, to improve their result in our setting. Lemma 1 is 
still valid. Lemma 2 becomes 
LEMMA 3. If v is a smooth positive function on ,k? then for any real num- 
ber c we have 
(2B+ 1) c i (Av);vul’ <2AjIV~l’+2(B-l)~(Av)~ 
On replacing c by -c, we get 
LEMMA 4. 
(2B+ l,c/ ‘vvl’!rAv)> -2A s lVv12-2(B- l)!‘(Av)’ 
++-y)pg 
We now combine Lemmas 1 and 4 and argue almost precisely as in the 
previous case to obtain 
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THEOREM 2. Given the reverse Bakry-Emery inequality above, we have: 
Theorem 2 is an improvement of their conclusion, which is 
2/p, 2 - AI(B - 1). 
We have some immediate applications of these results to compact semi- 
simple Lie groups and compact locally symmetric spaces. Along the way, 
we will recapture the sharp hypercontractive stimates for spheres, though 
our arguments in this case are essentially the same as Bakry-Emery. 
First, we have to collect a few facts about compact Lie groups. Let G be 
a connected compact semi-simple Lie group with Lie algebra 9. Let n be 
the dimension of 9 and (., .) be the negative of the Killing form. Let 
Xi, i= 1, 2,..., n, be an orthonormal base for 9 with respect to (., .) (we 
will also denote the left invariant vector field on G whose tangent vector at 
the identity is Xi by the same symbol X,). In the Riemannian metric on G 
induced from (., .) at the identity, the Laplacian of a function f, Af, is 
xi zf and the norm of the gradient, IVfl*, is Cr=, (Xf)‘. We first note 
the trivial fact: 
LEMMAS. -xi (ad X,)’ is the identity operator on 9. 
For the proof here, and in the following, we make two trivial obser- 
vations. First, if U, V E 9, then xi ( U, X, ) ( P’, X, ) = ( U, 1’) and second if 
L E Hom(9, Y), then 
C (LX,, Xi) = trace L. 
Now we have 
- C (ad Xi)2 U, V = 1 ((ad Xi) U, (ad Xi) V) 
I > i 
=I ((ad U)Xj, (ad V)X,)= -1 ((ad V)(ad U)Xj, Xi) 
= -trace(ad V)(ad U) = (U, V}, 
which gives the desired result. 
The last lemma has a straightforward consequence which is sometimes 
useful. Let 2p be the sum of the positive roots of 9, and let ,J be the largest 
root. 1 is then the highest weight of the adjoint representation. By a well 
known result of Freudenthal [7], we have 
COROLLARY 1. (I*, )b + 2~) = 1. (Here (., .) is the usual inner product on 
the dual space of a Cartan subalgebra.) 
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This is immediate, since -C(ad Xi)’ is the Casimir element in the adjoint 
representation. 
Let c$ be the structure constants of 9, so that [X,, X,] = Cr c; X,. Since 
c;= ([Xi, X,], X,), it is easy to see that c:; is skew in its three indices. 
Using Lemma 4, it is also clear that xi,, e;. c; = a”,“. 
To make a Bakry-Emery argument, we have to establish for G, and any 
fe C’=(G), an inequality of the form: 
Using the fact that the Laplacian commutes with the left invariant vector 
fields, the left side above readily reduces to x,,j (X,X,f)‘. We are now 
going to estimate this expression, and we will use, in the process, the 
inequality 2xy < Ax* + (l/A)y* valid for any positive number A. It will also 
be convenient to introduce the following notations: XJ=f,, X,XJ=f,,. 
We split off now from the sum in question the terms with i=j and bound 
below by 
c (Xf.f)‘>’ cq,f ( 1 
2 
I n , =; (Llf)2. 
The off diagonal terms are treated as follows: 
1 (xix,.f)2 = C (XtXf,f)2 + 1 (xix,.f)' 
I+/ I>, ‘Xl 
(Pick A = 2 and continue) 
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Hence we have 
THEOREM 3. On a semi-simple compact group, with Laplacian and 
gradient as above, Bakry-Emery inequality holds with a = + and b = l/n . 
Now let A be the least positive eigenvalue of -A. Since the total volume, 
ICI, of G is not one, we seek the least number p,, such that 
Theorems 1 and 3 together give 
THEOREM 4. 2/p, 2 (n(n - 1)/4(n + 1)2) + (4n/(n + 1)2) ,I. 
(Recall that we also know 2/p, d %.) 
For SU(2), of dimension 3, it is known that I. = 4. Since we have in this 
case A = a/( 1 - b) = l/4( 1 - f), we get the sharp hypercontractive stimate 
2/p,= A, which is after all not surprising, since SU(2) is the sphere. Our 
argument here is essentially the same as BakryyEmery, but it does suggest 
that Theorem 5 cannot be much improved. 
Using the tables in [6], and the formula of Freudenthal, it is 
straightforward to give the least positive eigenvalue for most of the simply 
connected simple compact Lie groups: 
Lie algebra of G Least eigenvalue 
A,(/> I) 
B, (122) 
D,(1>4) 
21+ I 
4(1+ 1) 
21- 1 
4(1- 1) 
1 
z 
Note that in all cases above, the least eigenvalue is approximately 4, 
while Theorem 5 gives roughly 2/p, > 4. 
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We now want to get a Bakry-Emery inequality for locally symmetric 
spaces. To this end we suppose the Lie algebra splits Y = B@X, with 
[.!F”, P] cP, [P, X] cX, [A!‘, X”] c 9”. We let K be an analytic sub- 
group of G associated to X, and H= G/K. It is known that K is compact, 
though we need not assume it connected. 
Let Y = dim 9, s = dim X, so Y + s = n, and pick an orthonormal base for 
59 consisting of P,, x = 1, 2 ,..., r, and Ki, i = 1, 2 ,..., s. We will let 
A’,., c = 1, 2 ,..., 12, be the union of the two bases above. 
Let x0 be the identity coset of G/K = H, andfe C”(H). The restriction of 
(., .) to P? gives rise to a locally symmetric Riemannian structure on H, 
with Laplacian A’ and gradient V’ computed as follows. Define FE C=(G) 
by F(g) =f( gx,), and let d and V be Laplacian and gradient on G. Then 
(AF)k) = WfXgxd and lYf12(s) = lVlfl’(md, so that jGIVFIZ = 
~j,IVlf1~, and lcF=cj,J: 
What this means, of course, is that to establish a log-Sobolev inequality 
on H, it suffices to establish one on G for functions which are right mul- 
tiplication by K invariant, or equally, to get a Bakry-Emery inequality on 
G for the same class of functions. 
This will be our point of view. (We warn the reader that from this point 
of view, the Laplacian on G is not the same as the Laplacian on 
G x G/diag(G x G). They differ by a factor of 2.) 
Let P’(G, K) be C” functions on G which are right multiplication by K 
invariant. We will prove the following: 
THEOREM 5. For f E C”(G, K), a Bakry-Emery inequality holds with 
a = 4 and b = l/r. 
The proof will come after some preliminary results. In the meantime, we 
note the following immediate consequence. Let A, V, be the Laplacian and 
gradient on G as before, and let 1, be the least positive eigenvalue of -A on 
P(G) K). Then 
COROLLARY 2. p Jo jVf/ 2 3 jG.f2 1n.f’ - SGf2 ln( (l/ICI ) JG.fZ) holds fbr 
fe C”(G, K) when 2/p = (r(r- 1)/2(r + I)‘) + (4r/(r + 1)2) E.. 
Moreover, if we let A’ and V’ be the Laplacian and gradient on H = G/K 
constructed as before, we also have 
COROLLARY 3. p JH /VIfl’ 3 jHf2 In f 2 - fH,f2 In ((l/i HI ) jHJ“) holds 
forfE C”(H) when 2/p = (r(r - 1)/2(r + 1)‘) + (4r/(r + 1)2) 1, where 2 is the 
least positive eigenvalue of -A’ on Cm(H). 
(In both corollaries, we know i 2 2/p.) 
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Now we start the proof of Theorem 5. We want to prove that for 
f~ P(G, K) we have 
As before, the left hand side is simply CC.d (X,.X,f)’ and using the 
orthonormal base P,, u = 1, 2 ,..., r, and Ki, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, and discarding 
terms which are zero, the left side is C,,a (P, PaJ’)’ + Ci,x (K,P,f)2. The 
first summand is simply estimated by 
To handle the second summand, we put 
CKi> f’,l = 1 dfJ=,, 
so that KiP,f= & df, (P,jf). We claim that C,,, did;, = t@, which yields 
C,,, (KiP,f)2 = + C (PBf)’ = &(Vf)‘, and completes the proof of 
Theorem 5. Now for the proof of the claim. We recast it in slightly prettier 
form: 
LEMMA 6. As operators on Y, -2 C,(ad Ki)* and -2 Ca(ad P,)2 are the 
identity on 9. 
For the proof we have [K,, P,] =xD dffP,, so df, = ([K,, Pl], P,); 
thus it is obvious that df,= --e”, Also, then 
cd!dL=c (CL Pzl, f’,)(K;, PJ, P;) 
i,z 1.a 
=I (t-pm PD1, K;)(L-P,, P”#], K,) 
= c ([Pm P,l, xc>< CP,, Py], X,.) 
‘,2 
= c (lIPa> Ppl, cp,, pyl > 
I 
=-~((adp,adpp)P,,P,) 
a 
=-~((adP,adPa)X,.,X,)+~((adP,adPg)K,,Ki) 
< I 
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= -trace(ad P, ad Ps) -c ([K,, PSI, [K,, Py] ) 
I 
Using the first and last members of the chain of equalities gives 
xi,+ di@% = tsa,Y, which is the claim made above. To turn this into the 
statement of the lemma, note that 
~(adKi)2P,=~djpd~P;.= -cd$d$P;.= -$P%. 
I L/l i./l 
Since -Cc(ad X,.)’ is the identity on 9, the statement about C,(ad P,)’ is 
clear. The proof of Theorem 5 is now complete. 
We will show now that Theorem 5 gives the sharp results for G and K 
being ,SO(n) and SO(n - l), the codimension r being equal to n - 1, the 
coset space the (n - 1) sphere. The least positive eigenvalue for the 
Laplacian on SO(n) comes from any of the coordinate functions in the 
usual representation of SO(n), and with the natural embedding of 
SO(n - 1) into SO(n), the element in the upper left-hand corner belongs to 
C”(G, K). The associated eigenvalue 1 is (n - 1)/2(n - 2). This should be 
compared with the elements of our table for B,, Lie algebra of SO(21+ 1) 
and D,, Lie algebra of SO(24, which give the stated least eigenvalue and so 
take care of all cases SO(n), n 3 8. For smaller values of n, there is a 
problem with spin representations, which we leave to the reader to sort 
out. In any case, with a = 4 and h = l/r, r = n - 1, in the Bakry-Emery 
inequality of Theorem 5, we get, as did Bakry-Emery, the statement 
2/p, = A. 
There is a simple remark worth making about the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions of -A on P(G, K). These always arise by taking an eigen- 
function f for -A and averaging it over K as follows: 
F(g) = j f(gh) du,. 
K 
Since the eigenfunctions are just the coordinate function in representations 
of G, to find eigenfunctions in C”(G, K) we must seek representations R of 
G such that 
i 
R(kdu, f 0 
K 
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which means precisely that R restricted to K contains the trivial represen- 
tation. In case K is connected, it means that the induced representation of 
the Lie algebra 9 has a vector annihilated by all members of 37. 
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